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An Approximate Model for Predicting Roll Force in Rod Rolling
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This paper presents a study of the effect of rolling temperature, roll gap (pass height), initial
specimen size and steel grades of specimens on the roll force in round-oval-round pass sequence
by applying approximate method and verifications through single stand pilot rod rolling tests.
The results show that the predicted roll forces are in good agreement with the experimentally
measured ones. The approximate model is independent of the change of roll gap, specimen size
and temperature. Thus, the generality of the prediction methodology employed in the approxi
mate model is proven. This study also demonstrates that Shida's constitutive equation employed
in the approximate model needs to be corrected somehow to be applicable for the medium and
high carbon steels in a lower temperature interval (700-900·C).
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Nomenclature-----------
: Projected contact area at the interface of

workpiece and roll in the roll gap, for
plate rolling

: Projected contact area at the interface of
workpiece and roll in the roll gap, for
rod rolling

Cx, Cy : Coordinate where the roll groove and
workpiece are separated each other

: Roll force in plate rolling
: Roll force in rod rolling
: Roll gap
: Mean height of workpiece in the roll gap
: Equivalent mean height of the work

piece in the roll gap
: Equivalent height of incoming work

piece
: Equivalent height of outgoing work-
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piece
H, : Pass height
L : Projected contact length in the roll gap
Lmax : maximum distance of the projected con-

tact area to the rolling direction
[ : Equivalent projected contact length in

the roll gap
N : Roll rpm
Rg : Radius of curvature of round groove
R1 : Radius of curvature of oval groove
R : Mean roll radius
tp : Time interval taken for a section A to

pass through up to.a section C (Fig. 2).
W! : Width of equivalent rectangular cross

section of the incoming (entry) work
piece

Wp : Width of equivalent rectangular cross
section of the outgoing (exit) workpiece

Yavg : Average flow stress of the workpiece in
the roll gap in plane strain condition
with strain rate, temperature and carbon
content fixed

Y' avs : Average flow stress of the workpiece in
the roll gap in uni-axial strain condition
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with strain rate, temperature and carbon
content fixed

a : Relief angle of round groove
e, : Principal strain (i= 1, 2, 3)
cp : Mean effective strain
C : Mean effective strain rate
f.1. : Friction coefficient

1. Introduction

For computing the roll forces in rod rolling, a
number of numerical studies have been presented
on the basis of three-dimensional finite element
method (FEM) (Park and Oh, 1990, 1990; Kim et
al., 1990; Shin et al., 1992 ; Komori, 1997 ; Kim et
al., 2000). The FEM is very effective in calcula
ting the distribution of plastic deformation of a
workpiece and the roll force, but requires at least
half an hour to run a program for a single pass
since three-dimensional analysis is required in
nature. Hence, considering computational time
and complicated mechanical/thermal boundary
conditions (friction condition at the roll/material
interface and heat transfer coefficients dependent
on the roll pressure) necessary in the FEM, de
velopment of an analytical or approximate meth
od, whch is simple yet with reliable accuracy and
non-iterative in computations, has been highly
desired.

-There were several models for predicting the
roll force in rod (or bar) rolling. But those were
based on extensive rolling experiments together
with empirical coefficients (Wusatowski, 1969;
Said et al., 1999) and/or regression coefficients
(Shinokura and Takai, 1986). Recently, Lee and
Kim (2001) proposed the approximate model that
computes the roll force in oval-round (or round
oval) pass rolling sequence most commonly
employed in rod (or bar) mills. This model
excludes any need to conduct a preliminary hot
rod rolling experiment to determine a coefficient.
The idea behind this model is to approximate a
three-dimensional problem into a two-dimen
sional one by introducing a concept of a weak
plane strain condition, which takes into account
the deformation characteristics of the work piece
during rolling. This exploratory approach (intro-

duction of the concept of the weak plane strain
condition) was verified for a limited condition
(change of rolling temperature). This is the basis
of this study.

In this study, investigated is the predicting
capability and generality of the approximate
model when the i) size of initial specimen ii) roll
gap (pass height) and iii) steel grades of spec
imen are changed. Varying roll gap yields the
change of strain at a given pass. Three types of
steels, i.e., low (O.l%C), medium(0.45%C), and
high (O.72%C) plain carbon steels were employed
as specimens. A single stand pilot hot rolling mill
was used for rod rolling experiment.

2. Deformation Parameters

The procedure for computing the mean effective
strain and strain rate per pass in rod rolling
process is outlined, a prerequisite for the calcula
tion of the roll force. The mean effective strain
and strain rate are defined as maximum mean
effective (equivalent) plastic strain and strain rate
at a given pass.

2.1 Calculation of mean effective strain at a
pass

To determine the mean effective strain and
strain rate per pass, we should first be able to
predict the stress free surface profile of the mate
rial that does not contact the roll directly at the
exit of roll gap. Recently, Lee et al. (2000)
developed an analytical model, which is robust
and non-iterative in computation, for predicting
the surface profile of the exit cross section of a
workpiece for the oval-round (or round-oval)
pass sequence. Advantage of this model is that
only geometric consideration is required in form
ulation. Hence it greatly simplifies the problem of
obtaining the final rolled shape. Figure 1 shows
the predicted exit cross sectional profiles and the.
measured ones for a two-pass rolling sequence.
Good agreements were noted between predictions
and measurements.

The predicted exit cross section was then
transformed into rectangular one, based on the
method of maximum width (Lee et al., 2001), as
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(2)

(3)

Then, the strain at a given pass (i.e., section C

in Fig. 2), ep, is expressed as

ep=[~ (elz+d+el) } liz

along each principal axis can be assumed to be

proportional, i.e.,

del: de«: de3=el : ez: e3 (I)

From the volume constancy condition,

= A- ez [I + ( ~~ r+ (

:'her~!f(WlWp) and ez=ln(Ht/Hp) (4)

WI and Wp represent, respectively, the width of
equivalent rectangular cross section of the incom
ing (entry) workpiece and that of the outgoing

(exit) workpiece. Similarly, HI and Hp stand for

the height of equivalent rectangular cross section

of the incoming workpiece and that of the outgo
ing workpiece respectively.

Equation (4) is valid under the assumption

that the principal plastic strains in the three prin

cipal axes are independent of each other. The
positive sign is defined when the workpiece is

contracted. Thus, the sign of ez is always positive
due to the contraction along y-axis while the sign

of el is negative due to the extension along x-axis.

It should be noted that if the ratio (edez) in Eq.

(4) is negligibly small, the deformation of the

••G.-
..-' ..-,~.'_G-~ ..~ ~
~ IV; --ot ror: ) ,

I (or~)

Fig. 2 (a) Schematic description of round-oval pass
rolling (front view) (b) Application of
equivalent rectangle approximations method
to round-oval pass rolling and the mean roll
radius, Reff' and equivalent cross sectional
heights, HI and Hp, and equivalent cross
sectional widths, WI and Wp
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shown in Fig. 2. Section A, Band C, respectively,

corresponds to the positions where a workpiece is

about to be rolled, being deformed and leaveing

the roll groove, which can be then calculated from

the rectilinear shape transformed. Hereafter mean
effective strain is referred to as strain. The calcu

lation, however, should include the non-linear

change of draught, spread and elongation of ma

terial being deformed. The assumption introduced

to overcome this problem is the hypothesis of

parallelepiped deformation (Wusatowski, 1969).

With the elastic and shear strain components
neglected, the incremental plastic deformation

Fig. 1 Predicted and measured surface profile of exit
cross sections when a bar with 60mm diame
ter is rolled into for the two-pass bar rolling
sequence. (a) Oval pass and (b) Round pass.
Cx and C". stand for coordinates where the
roll groove and workpiece are separated each
other at the roll gap position
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where tp represents the time interval taken for a
section A to pass through up to a section C (Fig.
2). Hereafter mean effective strain rate is referred
to as strain rate. The time interval can be
expressed as

workpiece in the roll grooves can be appro
ximated by the plane strain condition. As a result,
in the course of clarification of complicated three
dimensional deformation characteristics during
the groove rolling, Eq. (3) can be considered as
an extension of the equation for computation of
the strain at a pass, being employed in plate
rolling theory.

2.2 Calculation of mean effective strain
rate at a pass

Similarly in drawing and forging processes, the
mean effective strain rate in bar <or rod) rolling
changes at various stages of deformation. The
mean effective strain rate becomes maximal at the
entrance to the roll (or in its vicinity) and begins
to decrease along the roll bite, and finally
becomes zero at the outlet. For this reason, it is
necessary to introduce an "average" strain rate for
a given pass. The mean effective strain rate can be
defined as the mean effective strain over a time
interval which can be calculated from

(8)

Cl represents the principal plastic strain in the roll
axis direction. It means that the deformation re
sistance of workpiece in the roll axis direction
becomes weak when the ratio of width to height
of the workpiece cross-section is not large
enough, i.e., Cl;/::0. The deformation behavior
under "weak plane strain condition" is, in fact,
three dimensional one. Nonetheless, we assume
that weak plane strain condition can be an
extension of the plane strain condition so that we
can modify the equation for calculating the roll
force being used in plate rolling theory. Deductive
logic has been used to prove this exploratory
approach.

The equation for calculating the roll force un
der plane strain deformation condition which is
used in plate rolling is expressed as (Roberts,
1983; Song et al., 1996);

Fplate=Ap. Yavg. exp[ (,uL!hm) -1]
:::::Ap. Yavg. exp[j.tL!2hm]

associated with rod (or bar) rolling. Introduced
was the concept of the weak plane strain condi
tion so that we can reduce the three dimensional
problem in rod rolling into a two dimensional
problem. The description of the new terminology
can be summarized as follows:

Plane strain condition:
Cl=O, for plate (or strip) rolling

Weak plane strain condition:
cl;/::O, for rod (or bar) rolling.

(5)

(6)
60[

2 NR [sec]
7( mean

where Rmean• rand N are, respectively, the mean
roll radius, the equivalent projected contact
length of the grooved roll and workpiece, and roll
rpm at a given pass. The mean roll radius at a
given pass is calculated using the method of
maximum width (Lee et al., 2001; Lee. 2001).
Referring Fig. 2, the equivalent projected contact
length is expressed as

(7)

3. Approximate Model of Roll Force

Recently, Lee and Kim (2001) proposed an
approximate model which computes the roll force

where jJ. : Friction coefficient,
Yavg : Average flow stress of the work

piece in the roll gap in plane strain
condition with strain rate, tempera
ture and carbon content fixed,

Ap : Projected contact area at the inter-
face of workpiece and roll in the
roll gap,

L : Projected contact length in the roll
gap,

hm : Mean height of workpiece in the
roll gap.

At this point, we know that the roll force in rod
rolling (Cl;/::O) is always smaller than that in
plate rolling (Cl=O) because the non-zero state
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Fig. 3 Shape of projected contact area of workpiece
deformed inside of roll groove and its geo
metric designation when a specimen with
60mm diameter is rolled. (a) Oval pass and
(b) Round pass. Cx, and Cy are coordinates
where the roll groove and workpiece are
separated each other at the roll gap position.
The pass sequence is described in Fig. 4

Lmax represents the maximum distance of the

projected contact area to the rolling direction. It

is worth noting that even though the shapes of

projected contact area are different for each pass,

a single integral equation with a polynomial
function is enough to compute the projected con

tact area for both passes.
The flow stress of workpiece was characterized

by Shida's constitutive equation (Shida, 1969),

giving the flow stress as a function of the carbon

content, the strain, the strain rate and tempera-

. ex
(b)

(a)

-ex

L=J{ Rmax - (Hp--':'G) /2 }(Ht-Hp)

Equivalent projected contact length

in the roll gap,

h=[(Ht+Hp) / 2] :
Equivalent mean height of the

workpiece in the roll gap.

The term, (I - clL Land hm in Eq. (9), high

lights the difference between the roll force model'

for rod rolling and one for plate rolling. Intro

duction of this term stems from a need to take a

simplified treatment to the deformation charac

teristics of the workpiece at the inside of the roll
groove, using a temperature and strain rate

independent deformation parameter. That is, the

roll force can be modeled to be reducing in

proportional to Cl, i.e., the natural logarithmic of

the ratio of the increment of spread (in the roll

axis direction) of the workpiece at the entry and

exit of roll gap if the projected contact length and
mean height of the workpiece in the roll gap have

an equivalent form, as shown in Eq. (9).

Figure 3 shows an example of the projected

contact area at the interface of workpiece and roll

groove at the roll gap. These were acquired by the

emergency stop of the pilot rod rolling mill. The
white line distinguishes the portion in' contact.

where Y' avg: Average flow stress of the work
piece in the roll gap in uni-axial

strain condition with strain rate,

temperature and carbon content

fixed,

rc ( x )1/3Ar=2' 10 xLmax' l-c; dx .

Projected contact area at the inter

face of workpiece and roll groove at

the roll gap,

of principal plastic strain to the roll axis direc

tion, i.e., Cl =/=0, makes the deformation of the

workpiece much easier than does the zero state of
principal plastic strain to the roll axis direction, i.

e., Cl =0. Thus, with the concept of the weak

plane strain condition, the roll force in oval
-round (or round-oval) rolling sequence can be

formulated by modifying Eq. (8)

2 [ - -F rod = (l - Cl) . Ar• /T'Y'avg'exp ,LtL/2hm] (9)
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ture. This equation was chosen primarily due to

its simplicity in applications. In addition, it also
takes account of the flow stress behavior of the
steels in austenite, ferritic and in the two-phase
regions. This fact is a forte of Shida's constitutive
equation in comparison with the other con
stitutive equations (Lenard et al., 1999). The
range of validity of the formula is quite broad.
This formula is applicable for plain carbon steel
in the range of carbon content: 0.07-1.2%, tem
perature: 700-1200["C], strain rate: 0.1-100[1/
s] and strain: up to 0.7.

In metalworking process, the determination of
a coefficient of friction is quite difficult since it is
a function of the rolling load, temperature, speed,
properties of the workpiece and lubricant condi
tion at the groove/workpiece interface. Therefore
the coefficient of friction was considered to be in
the wide range (0.2-0.7) in hot rolling condition
(Kalpakjian, 1992). In this study, the coefficient
of friction between the work rolls and the
workpiece was assumed to be 004. It is worth
mentioning that a choice of the coefficient of
friction may take very minor effect on the
prediction of the roll force.

4.2 Experimental procedure
For rolling experiments, specimens were soaked

at 1130·C for 1 hour to ensure a homogenous
temperature distribution. They were taken out of

the furnace and when the center temperature of
specimens reached 1100·C, 950·C and 8oo·C, re

spectively, the tests were conducted. In order to
measure the rolling temperature of workpiece, a
thermocouple (type K) with 1. 6mm diameter was

embedded in 50mm deep holes drilled in the tail
ends of the specimen. The roll has a round groove
and an oval groove as shown in Fig. 4.

A specimen was first rolled into the oval pass
[Fig. 4 (a)] at the desired temperature and cooled

in air to room temperature. For the round pass
rolling, the workpiece was re-heated up to the
desired temperature in the furnace. The oval
shape workpiece was then rolled into the round
pass [Fig. 4(b)] after it was rotated 90 degree
about the length direction. Entrance guides were
installed in front of the roll groove to minimize
sideway bending of specimen. The roll forces
were measured by using two force transducers
during rolling, located over the bearing blocks of

the top work roll. To assure the credibility of

(b)

Fig. 4 Roll groove shape and design parameters
used for the two-pass bar rolling sequence.
(a) Oval pass and (b) Round pass

Unit:mm.

+

(a)

I'

H,.~37.S

>
Reliefangle

oj, a =30·

F:u~/

4.1 Rolling equipment and specimen
preparation

A single stand two-high laboratory mill was
employed, driven by 75kW constant torque, DC
motor. DCI (Ductile Casting Iron) rolls were
used, with 310mm maximum diameter and 320mm
face width. The rolling speed was set at 0.5m/s
(34rpm). A box type furnace with the maximum
working temperature of 1400·C was employed to
heat up the specimens to the desired rolling tem
perature. Low, medium and high carbon steels
with a chemical composition of Fe-O. l C-0.45Mn
-O.25Si (wt.%), Fe-OA5C-0.75Mn-O.25Si (wt.%)
and Fe-O.72C-O. 45Mn-0.25Si (wt.%) were used.

The material was obtained in the form of square
as-cast billet with a side length of 160mm. The
specimens to be rolled were cut and machined
into a round bar with 60mm diameter and 300mm

length.

4. Experiment
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Fig.5 Comparison of the predicted and measured roll forces for low carbon steel (O.I%C) for the two-pass bar
rolling sequence when the temperature of specimen is changed. (a) Oval pass and (b) Round pass.

experimental data, the experiment was repeated
three times under the same rolling condition.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1 Effect of rolling temperature on the
approximate model

The temperature of the specimen is uniform
whilst in the closed furnace. As soon as it is
removed from the furnace, the surface begins to
cool at a faster rate than at the center. The
properties of the specimens depend on the cooling
rate in addition to the heated temperature. Since.
the former varies across the cross-section, a
homogeneous property is not obtained across the
cross-section. Therefore, average temperature of
the specimen is used when calculating the flow
stress of the specimen.

Figure 5 illustrates the normalized roll forces at
the oval pass and round pass, respectively, when
the rolling temperature of workpiece varies.
The approximate model combined with Shida's
constitutive equation (Song et aI., 1996) is shown
to be independent of the rolling temperature for
low carbon steel. For the oval pass rolling, the
roll forces predicted from the proposed approxi
mate model overvalue slightly those experiment
ally measured. For the round pass rolling,
however, opposite results are observed. The dif-

ferences between the measured and the predicted
roll forces at each temperature are in the range of
1.5- -7.5% for the oval pass rolling and 13.5
-1% for the round pass rolling, respectively. In
the round pass, some fluctuations in the measured
roll force are observed. This might be due to
unstable rolling when the specimen with an oval
shape is rolled at the round pass, compared with
relatively stable rolling when the one with a
round shape is rolled at the oval pass.

5.2 Effect of change of roll gap on the ap
proximate model

Figure 6 shows the normalized roll forces when
the roll gap (pass height) at the oval pass and the
round pass, respectively, varies. The rolling tem
perature is fixed at 950·C. When the roll gap
(pass height) is changed, the mean effective strain
is changed and subsequently the strain component
to the roll axis direction, C1, also varies (See Fig.
2). The differences between the measured and
predicted roll forces start to increase as the roll
gap varies. Deviation is large at the round pass. In
case of the round pass, the approximate model is
influenced somewhat by the variation of strain
(i.e., pass height) at a pass. In the present study,
the roll gap at each pass has been changed up
to ±61.5%. In general, the process designer or
operator in mill yard does not change the roll gap
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Material: Low carbon steel(0.1%C)
1.20r----------------,

Sp: 0.441 Sp: 4.0 (l/s]

&1 :0.172
o
8

Ep : 0.614 Ep : 5.40 [1/sJ

&,: 0.173 I I

Ovalpass Round pass

Comparison of the predicted and measured
roll forces for low carbon steel (O.l%C) when
the size of initial specimen is changed (from
60mm to 66mm in diameter). The rolling
temperature is fixed at 950'C. (a) Oval pass
and (b) Round pass
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Fig. 6 Comparison of the predicted and measured
roll forces for low carbon steel (O.l%C) when
the roll gap (pass height) is changed. ~l

represents the principal plastic strain to roll
axis direction. (a) Oval pass and (b) Round
pass

in round pass as drastically as demonstrated in
this study.

5.3 Effect of change of initial specimen size
on the approximate model

Figure 7 shows the normalized roll forces when

the size of initial specimen is changed (from

60mm to 66mm in diameter). The rolling temper

ature is fixed at 950'C. Almost the same pheno

menon, which was shown in Fig. 6, is observed

since the variation of initial specimen size leads

the change of the strain at a pass. In oval pass,

the measured roll forces are slightly lower that

the predicted one. Meanwhile, opposite results

are observed in round pass. In overall, the roll

forces predicted are in agreement with the one

measured when even the incoming specimen size

is changed.

5.4 Effect of Carbon content of steel on the
approximate model

To examine the predictive capabilities of the

approximate model to the carbon contents of
steels, medium carbon (0.45%C) and high carbon

(O.72%C) steels were also rolled. Note that the

previously published works (Said et al., 1999;

Shinokura and Takai, 1986) for predicting and

measuring the roll forces was limited to low

carbon (O.IS-O.2%C) steels.

The measured roll forces and predicted ones are.

compared in Figs. Sand 9. It demonstrates that

the roll forces predicted by the approximate

model overvalue slightly those experimentally

measured. In comparison with the case of low

carbon steel, differences at the temperature of

llOO'C and 950'C are acceptable. But as the tem-
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Fig. 8 Comparison of the predicted and measured
roll 'forces of medium carbon steel (0,45%C)
for the two-pass bar rolling sequence (a)
Oval pass and (b) Round pass

Fig. 9 Comparison of the predicted and measured
roll forces of high carbon steel (O.72%C) for
the two-pass bar rolling sequence (a) Oval
pass and (b) Round pass

perature decreases to about 8OO'C, the predicted

roll forces for both passes increase significantly.

Note that the exit cross sectional shape and area

of deformed workpiece for the medium and high

carbon steel showed almost no difference in com
parison with those for the low carbon steel (Lee

and Kim, 2001).
To study the influence of the carbon contents of

steels on the roll force prediction at lower tem

peratures, the sensitivity of Shida's constitutive

equation to the carbon content and temperature

variation has been investigated. The results are

given in Fig. 10, which shows the steel's defor

mation resistance (flow stress) as a function of

the temperatures for the various carbon contents,

with the deformation parameters (strain and

strain rate) used in the oval pass fixed. The
strength of the austenite appears to be indepen

dent of the carbon content. As the temperature

decreases, the flow stress of the steel increases in

an exponential form. When the temperature in

dicating the appearance of the first ferrite regions

reached, the strength falls sharply with further

temperature drop. After the end of the phase
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400r----------------,

6. Concluding Remarks

The concept of a weak plane strain condition,
which reduces the three-dimensional deformation
problem into a two-dimensional one, has been
introduced to formulate the approximate model
that predicts the roll force in rod (or bar) rolling.
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transformation, the strength increases again.
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